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ABSTRACT 
We consider general continuous and discrete time linear quadratic optimal control 
problems, where the dynamics of the system is a linear differential or difference 
algebraic equation with constant coefficient matrices and the cost functionals are 
defined by infinite integrals or sums. These problems occur in numerous applications 
in many different fields, such as economics, operations research, electrical engineer- 
ing, model and system design, biology, and chemistry, since they form two of the 
simplest optimal control problems, and they are also used as linear approximations for 
many nonlinear problems, which are much harder to solve. We extend some of the 
known results to these general problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the following continuous and discrete time, autonomous, linear 
quadratic optimal control problems. 
PROBLEM 1.1 (Continuous time problem, C). Minimize 
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS 121:291-331(1989) 
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subject to the dynamics 
Ei(t) = Ax(t)+ h(t), t,<t, 
x( t,) = x0, 
where A,EEC”-“, B,SEC”~~, Q=Q*EC”.“, R=R*EC”‘,“‘, x”, 
x(t)Ecn, u(t)ECrn, to, t E [w. A, B, E, Q, R are constant in time. 
[By Q* we denote the conjugate transpose of Q, and f := (d/&)x(t)]. 
PROBLEM 1.2 (Discrete time problem, D). Minimize 
s’( x, u) = ; g [ x$Qxk + u,*Ru, + u;S*x, + x;Su,] 
k -k, 
subject to the difference equation 
EX k+l=Axk+BUk, k=k,,k,+l,..., 
xk,= x”, 
where now x = (rk,,, xk,+i,. . .), u = (uk,,, u~~+~,. . .), and x”, A, B, E, Q, R, S 
are as in Problem 1.1. 
Note that we have formulated everything in the complex version. Almost 
all of the following results hold similarly in the real case. 
The number of applications of these problems is immense and spread over 
almost all sciences. It is almost impossible to give a complete list of references 
for applications of these problems, since they occur in biology, chemistry, 
physics, engineering, economics, social sciences, etc. For standard references 
see Athans and Falb [l], Bracket [5], Bryson and Ho [6], Casti [lo, 111, Dorf 
[ 151, KaiIath [25], Kalman [26], Kwakemaak and Sivan [28], Lee and Markus 
[34], Merriam [38], Rosenbrock [45], Sage [46], Wonham [54]. 
The typical approach to optimization problems with constraints is to 
use Lagrange multiplier theory or the Pontryagin maximum principle 
(e.g. Pontryagin et al. [44]). We will apply this principle to the two problems 
and show that one obtains analogous results for the discrete and the continu- 
ous case. 
The results that we give in Section 3 and Section 5 are well known for 
many of the typical cases. Recently, in response to problems with second 
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order differential equation constraints (e.g. Dorf [15], Hughes and Skelton 
[23], Skelton [49]) or Leontief models in economics (e.g. Leontief [35], 
Luenberger and Arbel [37], Campbell [8]), there has been great interest in 
systems with singular E, known as descriptor systems, semistate systems, 
generalized state space systems, or just singular systems. Also, systems with 
singular cost matrices R, Q, in particular in the context of deadbeat control, 
have recently been studied. For references on this different kind of singular 
systems, see Bender and Laub [2, 31, Campbell [7, 91, Cobb [12, 131, 
De Souza et al. [14], Emami-Naeini [16], Emami-Naeini and Franklin [17, IS], 
Jennings et al. [24], Leden [31, 321, Lewis and Jan [36], Mullis [39], Owens 
and Debeljovic [40], Pandolfi [42, 431, Sebakby and Abbel-Moneim [47], 
Thorp [50], Van der Weiden and Bosgra [51], Verghese et al. [52], Willems et 
al. [53], and Yip and Sincovec [55]. 
We will study these types of problems in the most general case, i.e., we 
allow E, Q, R singular and analyze the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
of Problems 1.1, 1.2 under different singularity assumptions. We also show 
that the continuous and discrete problems yield essentially the same results 
and can thus be studied analogously. 
Application of the Pontryagin maximum principle yields in both cases 
linear first order boundary value problems which have to be solved to 
compute the optimal controls. For the analysis of these boundary value 
problems one needs to study the spectral properties of the corresponding 
matrix pencils: 
(1.3) 
in the continuous case, and 
in the discrete case, where the components are as in Problems 1.1, 1.2. A 
discussion of the spectral properties is given in Section 4. 
In Section 5 we also study the existence and uniqueness of feedback 
controls u(t) = Kr(t), which are of primary interest in applications. In 
particular one is interested in feedback solutions, which are not only optimal 
but also stabilizing, i.e., they lead to controlled systems with lim, _ m r(t) = 0 
and lim k _ m xk = 0. We give assumptions under which the general problems 
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can be reduced to the well-known cases, where optimal, stabilizing feedback 
solutions can be obtained via solutions of algebraic Riccati equations. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
In this section we will introduce the standard notation and the necessary 
definitions. 
In the following we denote by 
C the complex numbers; 
C n, n, the complex n x m matrices, where C “*’ =: C “; 
ei the j th unit vector, 
0 
_o_ 
Z,(Z) the identity matrix in C “,“, the rr being omitted if the dimension is 
clear. 
Let AEQ=~*“; then we denote by 
A* the complex conjugate transpose of A, A* = Ar; 
A-’ the inverse of A if A is invertible; 
A’” a (l>inverse of A, i.e. a matrix X E C”,” satisfying AXA = A; 
A+ the Moore-Penrose inverse of A, i.e. the matrix X E C”,” satisfying 
AXA = A, XAX = X, (AX)* = AX, (XA)* = XA; 
&‘“(A) the (right) nullspace of A; 
%(A) the range or image of A. 
In this paper we make frequent use of the Jordan normal form of a matrix 
A E C n,n and the Kronecker canonical form of a matrix pencil (YA - PB E 
C n,“‘. See e.g. Gantmacher [19]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A E C n*n. Let X E C n* ” be nonsingular such that 
X&n-‘= ’ ’ 
[ 1 0 N 
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is in Jordan normal form, i.e. 
P=diag(J,,...,lk), 
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N=diag(N,,...,N,) 
xi 1 
. . 
1 0 
Ni = 
Then 
0 1 
2 AizO, 
0 
. . 
. 1 
xi 
. . . . 
A 
1 
0 
(2.2) AD=x-1 pi1 ; x 
[ 1 
is called the Llrazin inverse of A. 
By inda(A) we denote the size of the largest nilpotent Jordan block N,, 
i = l,..., 1. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A pencil aA - j3B E C n,m is called regular if n = m 
and det( aA - j?B) f 0. 
Pairs(a,p)suchthatdet(cuA-PB)=OandLu-phi=OforsomeAjare 
called (generalized) eigenvalues of aA - PB and denoted by h j. 
Pairs ((u, p), (Y # 0, such that det(cYA - PI?) = 0 are called infinite eigen- 
values of cuA - j3B. 
By ind,( A, B) we denote the size of the largest block corresponding to 
infinite eigenvalues in the Kronecker canonical form of CIA - /3B. Two 
pencils CXA - /3B, cuA, - fiB, E C”,” are called equivalent if there exist 
nonsingular P E C “x”, Q E Cmsm such that P(oA - j3B)Q = aA, - PB,. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A triple of matrices (E, A, B), A, E E C”,” BE C”,“‘, 
is called regularizable if there exists K E Cm,” such that j3E - cx(A + BK) is 
a regular pencil. 
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If (E, A, B) is regularizable, then we say that (E, A, B) satisfies the index 
condition if there exists a K, E C ** “’ such that BE +- a( A + BK,) is regular 
and ind,( E, A + BK,) < 1. 
Observe that we can obtain the index condition by the following con- 
struction via a subspace condition of Cobb [12]: Let PE - aA be regular 
with the Kronecker canonical form 
and let 
Assume that (Cobb [12]) 
Then there exists K, E C m,n such that 
ind,(E, A + BKr) G I. 
This construction is quite simple. By the subspace condition (2.5) we can 
choose I?r E C’vr such that ind,(PN + cu(I + B,I?,)) < 1. In other words, this 
pencil has the Kronecker canonical form 
Now let 
[ 
0 0 I 0 
K1= 0 i 1 Q-‘t p,= [ 
0 
i 1 p, 
1 1 
Q1=9[ (: Gl]. 
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Then 
-a[[:1 :I+[:$ R,])[i s,i) 
We will discuss the necessity of this construction in the next section. We then 
have the following extension of the usual definition of stabilizability and 
detectability. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let (E, A, B), E, A E C”,“, B E Cn*m, be regulariz- 
able and satisfy the index condition. Let K E Q: V” be such that j3E + 
a(A + BK) is regular and ind,(E, A + BK) Q 1. Then we say that (E, A, B) 
is 
c-stubikzzble if the following holds: If x E Q: n \ {0}, a, B E C, a # 0, 
Re(B/a) > 0, and /3x*E = ax*(A + BK), then x*B # 0, 
d-stubilizubb if the following holds: If r E C” \ {0}, a, B E C, a # 0, 
ID/al 2 1, and x*fiE = ax*(A + BK), then x*B # 0. 
Let C~Q:P,“.Thenwesaythat(E,A+BK,C)is 
cdetectuble if the following holds: If x EC” \ {0}, cx,B E C, a# 0, 
Re(B/a) > 0, and /3Ex = a(A + BK)x, then Cr # 0. 
ddetectuble if the following holds: If x E C n \ {0}, a, p E C, a # 0, 
I/?/al > 1, and /3Ex = a(A + BK)x, then Cr f 0. 
Observe that for E nonsingular, the index condition and the regularizabil- 
ity condition are trivially fulfilled with K = 0. The definition is just the usual 
system theoretic definition of stabilizability and detectability distinguished 
for the continuous and the discrete case. See e.g. Casti [lo]. 
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3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS 1.1,1.2 
In this section we extend some of the results on the existence of solutions 
to Problems 1.1, 1.2. 
If the matrix E is singular then the usual existence theorems do not apply 
directly and we have to impose further assumptions on the system matrices 
and the set of admissable controls. In the following we assume 
ASSUMPTION 3.1. (E, A, B) is regul arizable and satisfies the index condi- 
tion. (See Definition 2.4.) 
Under these assumptions, we can always transform the system in the 
following way. Let K E Cm, n be a matrix such that BE - a( A + BK) is a 
regular pencil and ind,(E, A + BK) < 1. Consider now Problem 1.1, and set 
u(t) = Kx(t)+ ii(t). Then we obtain 
(3.2) 
Y( x, u) = ; /Ipc(x*, + x*K*RKx* + x*K*RC + ii*RKx + u”*Rii 
+ x*SKx + x*SzZ + r*K*S*x + u”*S*x) dt 
= ;/m[x*(Q + K*RK + SK + K*S*)x + ii*RCi 
t” 
+ x*(S + K*R)C + z?*(S*+ RK)x] dt 
and 
Setting 
Es = (A + BK)x + Bii. 
A:=A+BK, Q == (Q + K*RK + SK + K*S*), 
S := S + K*R, 
we have a new system that has a regular pencil PE - X A with ind,( E, A) < 1. 
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So in the following we may assume w.1.o.g. that PE - XA is a regular pencil 
and ind,(E, A + BK) Q 1, i.e. the Kronecker canonical form of the pencil is 
(3.3) P,(BE-aA)P,=j((: ;] -a[; ;], 
If we now partition 
ZJ=P,-‘X, B, = P,B 
similarly to P,EP,, P,AP,, we have 
We obtain B,,u(t,) = - yz as initial condition for U. Thus, the set of 
admissible controls that we will consider in the following results is U,” = 
(u(t)EQ=mlu(t) P iecewise continuous for t > to, B,,u( to) = - yi }. 
A more general set of functions is also possible using the general 
Pontryagin maximum principle (e.g. Pontryagin et al. [44]), but for our 
purposes U,” is enough. 
THEOREM 3.5. Consider control problem 1.1, and assume further that 
BE - aA is regular and ind,(E, A) < 1. Let u”, E Uz define the minimal 
solution of (l.l), and let x* EC” be the corresponding trajectory, i.e. th  
solution of 
(3.6) Ef=Ar+ Bu,, x( t,) = x0. 
Then there exists a costate fin&ion p( t ) E Q= * such that x *, ~1, u * satisfy the 
boundary value problem 
(3.8) x( to) = x0, lim E*p( t ) = 0. t-+cc 
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(Note that ti is introduced only formally. It does not occur in the 
equations.) 
Proof. Under the above assumptions, the Kronecker canonical form of 
/3E - aA is as in (3.3). Let Pi, Pz be nonsingular and 
E,:= P,EP,= ; i , 
I I A,:=P,AP,= ‘d ; , [ 1 4 E q=n-rzn-‘t 
and let 
B, = P,B, Q1 = P,QP,* t s, = p,*s, 
v = P; 1x ) v(t,) = v (0) = p; y, 
where 
01 
2, := I 1 02 ’ VlEC"-'. 
Then our problem has the form 
(3.9) [:, ;][;;I= [; ;][~;]+[;~juw. v(to)=vO, 
and the cost functional is 
(3.10) Ye = ;~%*Q 1v + u*Ru + v*S1u + u*S;v) dt 
Let u *, x * be the optimal control and trajectory respectively, and v * = 
P; ‘x *. Consider a first order perturbation of the optimal control u *: 
(3.11) u(t) =u*(t)+q(t). 
Since u(t), u*(t) E U,“, we have that q(t) has to satisfy B,,q(t,) = 0. Substi- 
tuting (3.11) into (3.9), we obtain for the trajectory corresponding to u( t ) 
(3.12) 4(t) = J,v,(t) + Q4) 
=Jlv,(t)+B,,[u*(t)+E~l(t)l, 
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and using the well-known results giving the solution of (3.12) (see e.g. 
Campbell [8]), we obtain 
ur(t) = e h(f- G+O + 
/ 
kh(t-S)Brl [U,(s) + EO( s)] ds 
to 
=u+,(t)+l’e I’(‘-“)B,,n( s) CLS, 
to 
Us(t) = - B,,u(t) = -B+*(t) - EBsi?j(t). 
Thus, setting 
we have 
(3.14) 
q( to) = 0, and ‘p( t ) satisfies the differential equation (3.9). 
Introducing the costate vector p(t) E Q: n and the Hamilton function 
H(z),/& u) as 
(3.15) H( 0, /.L, U) = 0*&D + 2)*siu + u*s:v + u*Ru 
+IL*(A~v+B~u)+(A~~+B~~)*c~, 
then ,4p1(0, U) takes the form 
b(u)=~~~[~(v,p,u)-p.E,d-d*E;pldt 
and 
302 
Thus, since v,(tO) = u(t,), we obtain 
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(3.16) ,f(u)-f(u,)=$ ~w[H(u,a,U)-H(o,,p,u*)]dt 
i 
m 
+ 
/ [ 
~*E1(Zj*-Zj)+(2j.-d)*E:~]dt 
to i 
We have 
$[wLp4) - ~(u*JLu*)l 
=~(Re{cp*(t)[Q,u*(t)+S,u*(t)+A:~~(t)l} 
+Re{?l*(t)[B:Cl(t)+S:o*(t)+Ru*(t)]})f0(&2), 
and using partial integration, 
LmRe[p*E,(d, - ti)] dt 
= - eRe[p*(t)E,v(t)] 1; + EJmRe(fi*Elrp)dt. 
to 
Thus, (3.16) yields 
Jm(Re{~*(t)[Q,o,(t)+S,u,(t)+A;p(t)+E*li(t)]} 
to 
Since y(u) - j(u*) > 0 and E is arbitrary, it follows that the factor multi- 
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plying E has to vanish. Now we require the costate Lmction p to satisfy the 
“ initial” value problem 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
- W-+) = A:dt)+ OP&)+ Q*(t), t > t(), 
lim E:p(t) = 0. 
t-m 
Observe : that due to the special form of E,, A,, partitioning p(t) accordingly 
as 
we obtain the equations 
(3.19) -~1=JICLl(t)+Q11D*l(t)+Q12u*z(t)+S11U*(t)r 
(3.20) o=Clz(t)+Qzlv*l(t)+Q220*z(t)+S21U*(t), 
(3.21) hm PI(t) = 0. 
t-02 
It follows that the equality 
has to hold for alI piecewise continuous q(t) with q(to) = 0. 
Now it is simple to show that this implies 
(3.22) B:p(t)+S:Z,*(t)+Ru*(t)=O for to< t. 
Putting (3.22), (3.17), (3.18), (3.9) together and transforming back with 
Pi, Pz, we obtain the system (3.7), (3.8). n 
REMARK 3.23. The proof of Theorem 3.5 follows the proof in Athans and 
FaIb [l] for the standard case. We see that with a minor restriction, we get 
the same result. If E is nonsingular then clearly the result is obtained by 
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replacing A with E - ‘A and B with E - ‘B and applying the standard result 
as in Athans and Falb [l] or Sage [46]. 
Now we show that Theorem 3.5 essentially also yields a sufficient 
condition. 
THEOREM 3.24. Suppose x *, I*, u * satisfy the boundary value problem 
(3.7), (3.8), and suppose furthermore that the matrix 
g= Q S 
[ 1 S* R 
is positive semidefinite. Then 
for all x, u satisfying 
Ei=Ax+Bu, x( t,) = x”. 
Proof. Following the idea of Campbell [B, p. 571, we define G(S) = 
Y’(sx, +(l - s)x, su* +(1 - s)u). Proving Theorem 3.24 is equivalent to 
showing that G(S) has a minimum at s = 1 for all x, U. Now +(s) is quadratic 
in s. Therefore G(S) has a minimum at s = 1 if and only if 
(3.25) 
& d2+ 
ds s=l 
=Oandz 20. 
s=l 
But 
+(u*-u)*Ru+u*R(u*- u)+(x.-x)*Su+x*S(u*-u)] dt. 
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(3.26) 
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x$Qx, = E*p+uf(-S*x,-Ru,)-x;Su, 
and 
(3.27) x*Qx* = - E*p + u*( - S*x, - Ru,) - x*Su,. 
Thus, it follows that 
;~szl=~;[x*E*;-(;i_E*p-x~E*~+(~j*E*p]dt 
= [x*E*pL] 1; - [xSE*~.li; 
= 0, 
since x,x, satisfy the same initial conditions and lim, _ m E *p( t ) = 0. Fi- 
nally, 
d2+ 
-1 
ds2 
s=l 
=/“[(x,-x)*>(w)*][$ ;][;:::]dt. 
to 
but since 
[ 1 Q S s* R 
was assumed positive semidefinite, we have 
We have given necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
optimal controls for (1.1) and reduced the problem to a singular linear 
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boundary value problem, for which the theory is well established. (See e.g. 
Campbell [S] or Gantmacher [19].) Note that the same results hold also if the 
problem is considered in a finite time interval [to, T]. 
We now discuss the discrete case. 
THEOREM 3.28. Consider control problem 1.2, and assume that (YE - PA 
is regular and ind,(E,A)<l. Let u*=(u*~,,u*~,+~,...) be a minimal 
so&ion of (1.2), and let x* = (x* k,, x*~,+ 1,. . .) define the corresponding 
states, i.e. the solution of 
(3.29) EX kil=Axk+ Bu*,, Xk” = x0. 
Then there exist Cost&e Vf?CtO?X pk,, pk,+l,... E c” such that X*k, Pk, P*t, 
k = k,, k, + 1,. . . , satisfy the boundary value problem 
(3.30) 
(3.31) klpW E*p., = 0. 
Proof. The proof can be obtained analogously to the proof of Theorem 
3.5 using the Hamiltonian function H(r,, pk, uk), where 
(3.32) H(xk, pk+l> Uk) = x$@k + x,*!hk + U,*%k 
The discrete analogue to Theorem 3.24 is 
THEOREM 3.33. %pPOS? X* =(%++$+,,...), ~=((Cl&‘kko+p...)> 
u* = (U * k$ u*k”+,,... ) satisfy the boundary value problem (3.30), (3.31), 
and suppose further that 
9= Q S 
[ 1 s* R 
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is positive semidefinite. Then 
Y’(x, u) > .Y’(x*, u*> 
for all x, u satisfying 
EX k+l=A~k+B~k, k=k,,k,+l,..., x~,,=x? 
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.24 
and is omitted here. n 
Again the theory for the boundary value problem (3.30), (3.31) is well 
established; see e.g. Campbell [8]. 
We can summarize the results of this section as follows. Under some 
“mild” further assumptions the well-known results on the existence of 
optimal controls for Problems 1.1, 1.2 carry over to the general case, relating 
again the existence of solutions for these problems to the existence of 
solutions to the boundary value problems (3.7) (3.8) and (3.30) (3.31) 
respectively. 
4. EIGENSTRUCTURE OF a& - p.Q, cud’ - p.9 
In this section we consider the pencils 
A 0 B 
(4.1) az?-/M=c~ Q A* 
[ 1 S -P s* B* R 
and 
0 0 
(4.2) -A* 0 
-B* 0 
corresponding to the homogeneous systems (3.7) (3.30). We discuss condi- 
tions under which these are regular pencils, which is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of solutions if the boundary values are 
consistent (e.g. Campbell [8]), and we also analyze the eigenstructure of (4.1), 
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(4.2). If we assume for the moment that E = 1 and R is nonsingular, then 
a.~2 - /X9?, cy&” - p.9” can be transformed equivalently to the pencils 
A - BR-lS* - BR-‘B* 
Q_SR-‘S* A*_SR-‘B* 
s* B* 
and 
(4.4) 
A- BR-‘S* 0 0 BR-‘B* 0 
(~~~-jj~‘=:(y -z 0 -A*+SR-‘B* 0 I > 
0 R - B* 0 
respectively. Clearly these two pencils are regular iff the corresponding 
pencils 
(4.5) w3h$ _;*I-/?[; ;] 
A- BR-‘S* BR ~ ‘B* := (y 
Q-SR-‘S* -A*+ SR-‘B* 
and 
A-BR-‘S* 0 Z - BR-‘B* := (r 
Q-SR-‘S* 1 -’ 0 1 [ A*-BR-‘B* 1 
respectively are regular. 
These are the forms in which the pencils usually appear in the literature, 
since in many applications one has E = I and also R positive definite. But 
there are a great number of applications where this is not the case; see e.g. 
Bender and Laub [2, 31 and Emami-Naeini [16] for lists of references. Also 
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the pencils (4.5) (4.6) are very well analyzed concerning their eigenstructure, 
since L is a Hamiltonian matrix and if F-’ exists then (MI)-lL’ is a 
symplectic matrix. See for example Laub [29], Laub and Meyer [30], Lee 
[33], Paige and Van Loan [41], Singer and Hammarling [48], or in a more 
general setting Gohberg et al. [21]. In the following we will give generaliza- 
tions of these results, including the cases that R, E are singular. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let a, /? E C, (a, /3) Z (O,O), and let z(j) E C 2”+m, 
j=o ,..., k, be such that 
(j) 
21 
zW = [I zp #) 
and 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Then with 
we have 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(a& - pg),W = agzWl), j=l ,...> k, 
(a&-/%?)2(0)=0. 
,W*( ad + jjg) = _ aw(i-l)*g, j=l k ,..., , 
w’0’*(z.!zz++.9?)=o. 
Proof. The proof is obvious, by conjugating and transposing the equa- 
tions of (4.1). n 
Observe that Proposition 4.7 includes the cases a = 0 or p = 0, i.e. infinite 
or zero eigenvalues, but not the case of singular pencils. This is done in the 
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following result: 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let a& - /3.%? be a singular pencil. For every chain 
of vectors z(O), . . . , dk) such that 
(4.13) 
A?.z(O) = 0, &(‘)=9@),..., _QPZ(k) = gz’k- 0, $‘Z’k’ = 0 
there exists a corresponding chain w(O), . . . , wck), where 
W(k) = 
has the same partitioning as in Proposition 4.7 and 
(4.14) w(“)*.&=o,..., W(k’*d = W(k- l)*g W(k)* z 0. 
Proof. Transposing and conjugating (4.13) immediately yields (4.14). n 
REMARK 4.15. 
(a) It follows that for every Jordan block 
of CYS’ - p.%? for X z - x, X z co, there exists a different, paired Jordan 
block 
-x 1 
(Y 1 . 
L 
1 
-x I [ 1 -P ‘.. 1 
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(b) Observe that if a& - /I.?2 is a real pencil, then we obtain in the same 
way that for any Jordan block 
a 
-x -1 
. . 
. . 
. -1 
A  -P 1 ‘I Y 1 
of (Y.E@ - p.9 for X # - h, h # co, there exists a different, paired Jordan 
block 
This pairing of blocks in general does not hold for eigenvalues on the 
imaginary axis, nor for infinite eigenvalues or for singular blocks. 
We now give the corresponding results for the discrete case. 
PROPOSITION 4.16. Let(ol,p)EQ:,(a,p)#(OO). Zetz(i)EC2”+m 9 7 ,j= 
0 , . . . , k, be such that 
and let 
(4.17) 
(4.18) (ad’ - p.w)z’“’ = 0. 
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where zk- ‘) := 0, we have 
1 j=O >.-., k, 
(4.19) w(i)*(Bdl- (ygt) = _ (yw(j-l)*dol’, 
(4.20) w(O)*( B&$?‘- ag”) = 0. 
Proof. The proof is obtained by conjugating and transposing (4.2) and 
combining successive equations for indices j, j - 1. n 
PROPOSITION 4.21. Let ad”l’ - /39” be a singular pencil. For every chain 
of vectors z(O), . . . , zck) E C 2”+m such that 
(4.22) 
&rIz(o) = 0 
there exists a corresponding chain w(O), . . . , wck) such that 
(4.23) 
waft = 0, Waft= w(O)*&t,. .., W(k)gt = &-1)*&9’, &k)*&t = 0, 
where +_- 1) 
wW = I I ,p) a& z&-l) := 0. (0 23 
Proof. Again conjugating and transposing and combining equations for 
j, j - 1 yields the result. n 
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REMARK 4.24 
(a) It follows that for every Jordan_ block of an eigenpair (cx, p) Z ( p, E), 
(Y + 0, there exists a Jordan block of (p, Z) having the same size. 
(b) If CL& - @?’ is a real pencil, then the pairing is for blocks of 
(n,p)f(P,o), where o#P. 
Observe that the pairing for 0 and infinite eigenvalues is not “symmetric,” 
i.e., to every Jordan block with the eigenvalue 0 there is a paired block with 
the eigenvalue 00, but not conversely. Also there is not necessarily a pairing 
for blocks with eigenvalues on the unit circle. 
COROLLARY 4.25. Let d, .9? be as above. Let 
21 
2= [I z2 Ec2n+m \ {O}, (a, P> + cm 23 
be such that adz = ~.G?,z. Then 
(4.26) ,o,2[;;]*[$ ;][::I= -(aj3+p+;E*z2. 
This implies 
Proof. By Proposition 4.7 we have 
1 = 0 and [z,*z:z; ][(Ydo1+p%q =o. 
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la12( z;Qzl + z,*s*z, + z;sz, + Z3*RZ,) = - (c$ + i$)z:Ez,, 
which is equivalent to (4.26). n 
COROLLARY 4.27. Let -c4’, 93’ be as above, and let 
Zl 
.Z= I 1 22 Ec2n+m \ {O}, 23 
be such that OLXZ’Z = p.39’~. Then 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Corollary 4.25. n 
Corollaries 4.25, 4.27 generalize known results for Hamiltonian and 
symplectic matrices. (See e.g. Paige and Van Loan [41].) 
We may solve Problems 1.1, 1.2 by computing n-dimensional invariant or 
deflating subspaces corresponding to eigenvalues with negative real part of 
a& - PS? in the continuous case, or eigenvalues inside the unit circle of 
(YS?’ - /&?8’ in the discrete case. In this context the following corollaries are 
important tools to find conditions, when this is possible. 
COROLLARY 4.29. Let (E, A, B) be c-stabilizable (see Definition 2.6) 
and 9%’ positive definite. Then cxxz - /3.9? has no eigenvalues on the imagi- 
nary axis. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an eigenpair ((u, p) of a.& - j3.% with (Y f 0, 
Re( /3/o) = 0. Then by Corollary 4.25 
21 
[ I= 23 0. 
Thus z2 f 0, and using the fact that ((Y, /3) is an eigenpair, it follows that 
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z,*B = 0 and ,&,*A = %,*E, which contradicts the fact that (E, A, B) is 
c-stabilizable. w 
COROLLARY 4.30. Let (E, A, B) be d-stabilizable (see Definition 2.6) 
and 9 positive definite. Then a&’ - /MI has no eigenvalues on the unit 
circl&. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Corollary 4.29 using Corollary 4.27. W 
Thus, we have shown that stabilizability of (E, A, B), which is a typical 
assumption in such control problems together with positive definiteness of ~8, 
guarantees that no eigenvalues are on the imaginary axis or on the unit circle. 
This is well known in the case E = I, R invertible; see Laub and Meyer [30], 
Kukera [27], Wonham [54], or others. 
The main property that a stabilizable triple (E, A, B) has is, as the name 
says, that /3E - aA can be stabilized via B. This is shown in the following 
result: 
THEOREM 4.31. (E, A, B) is c-stabilizable iff there exists a constant 
matrix L E Cmvn such that /3E - a(A - BL) has k eigenvalues with 
negative real part and n - k infinite eigenvalues, where k = rank E, 
ind,(E, A - BL) < 1. 
Proof. If (E, A, B) is c-stabilizable, then there exists a matrix K E C ** ” 
such that the pencil BE - a( A - BK) is regular and ind,( E, A - BK) < 1. 
Let 
.9’,[PE-a(A-BK)]Pz=P 
[:, :]-a[: :];:-x 
be the Kronecker canonical form of PE - a(A - BK), where k = rank E, 
since ind,(E, A - BK) < 1. Let 
P,B= ;’ ;*_ 
[ 1 2 n k’ 
Now since (E, A, B) is c-stabilizable, it follows that (I, _Zi, B,) satisfies the 
following: If x E Ck \ (0) and A E Q= such that Re(A) >, 0 and x*.Ji = Xx*Z, 
then x*B1 # 0. It is well known (cf. Casti [lo, p. 1971) that this implies that 
there exists K 1 E C m, k such that Ji + B,K, is c-stable, i.e. has only eigenval- 
ues with negative real part. 
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L=K+ K, 0 
[ 1 o o P;‘Ec”? 
Then the Kronecker canonical form of BE - a( A - BL) is 
P,(PE-n(A-BL))P,=P[; ;] -+-;lKl ;I, 
which has the required properties. 
Conversely, let L E C m*” such that /3E - a( A - BL) has k eigenvalues 
with negative real part and n - k infinite eigenvalues, where k = rank E, and 
let ind,(E,A-BL)gl. Then there cannot exist XEC”, LY,BEQ=, cu#O, 
Re(B/cu) > 0, such that /3x*E = aAx* and x*B = 0, since then x would also 
be a left eigenvector of BE - o( A -- BL). n 
Analogously we have for the discrete case 
THEOREM 4.32. (E, A, B) is d-stabilizable iff there exists a con- 
stant matrix L E Cmvn such that PE - a( A - BL) has k eigenvalues inside 
the unit circle and n - k infinite eigenvalues, where k = rank E and 
ind,(E, A - BL) < 1. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem (4.31). n 
In the case E = Z the above results are well known. See e.g. Casti [lo]. 
We now discuss further conditions for regularity of the pencils cud - B57, 
cx& - /3.98!‘. We begin with obvious necessary conditions. 
PROPOSITION 4.33. Let a& - /3.%? (a&’ - /W”) be a regular pencil. 
Then 
rank 
This rank condition is clearly satisfied if R is positive definite, but this is not 
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necessarily the case in all practical problems; see for example Emami-Naeini 
[16], Hautus [22], or Willems et al. [53]. 
B 
For the solution of the optimal control problems a rank defect in [I S can R 
(at least theoretically) be easily treated. Let Q1 be unitary such that 
B 
(4.34) iI [ 4 0 s Q1= s, 0 > R R, 0 I 
where 
has full rank r (take for example Qr to be the right factor in the singular 
value decomposition of 
B [I s ; R 
see e.g. Golub and van Loan [20]). Then the original control problem can be 
reduced to the problem of minimizing 
9(x, q) = /“(x’Qx + x*S,u, + u:S:x + u;R,u,) dt 
to 
over all solutions of 
Ei = Ax + B,u,, x(t,) = x0, 
where ur consists of the first r components of Q:u, Clearly the remaining 
m - r components of Q:u do not influence the system any more and thus 
can be simply omitted. Thus, for the further analysis of the system we may 
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assume in the following that 
B 
rank S =m. [I R 
The same arguments hold for the discrete case. 
A sufficient condition for regularity of a.~? - p.G? is obtained via 
THEOREM 4.35. Let (E, A, B) be regularizable and W positive definite. 
Then cm? - @t? is regular. 
Proof. Suppose a& - /M is singular. Then for all (Y, p f 0, Re( P/a) = 0 
there exists 
Zl 
Z= [I 22 E c2n+m \ (0) 23 
such that (Y.J&‘.z = j3~Sz. Now by Corollary 4.25 it follows that 
21 
[ 1 = 23 0. 
Thus, z2 # 0, olz,*A = /?z,*E, .z:B = 0 for all CX, /3,Re(e/P) = 0. But then it 
follows that 
z:( A + BF) = &,,E 
a 
for an infinite number of different P/CX and for all F of the correct 
dimensions, which contradicts the regularizability. n 
In the discrete case we obtain analogously the following result. 
THEOREM 4.36. Let (E, A, B) be regularizable and 9 positive definite. 
Then as14/ - @i?” is a regular pencil. 
Observe that regularizability of (E, A, B) is induced in the definition of 
c-stabilizability and d-stabilizability (Definition 2.3). 
We can summarize the results of this section as follows: The pencils 
a.~’ - /I.@ and cud - p9” inherit most of the spectral properties of the 
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Hamiltonian and symplectic matrices, respectively. There is a pairing of 
Jordan blocks for finite eigenvalues which are not on the imaginary axis or on 
the unit circle respectively. We have furthermore shown that if the cost 
functional is positive definite, then the regularizability already implies that 
the system is solvable for all consistent boundary values. 
5. UNIQUENESS AND STABILITY OF FEEDBACK SOLUTIONS 
In Section 3 we have given existence theorems for optimal solutions of 
Problems 1.1, 1.2. In this section we will now discuss uniqueness of the 
solution, when the solutions have feedback form, i.e. 
(5.1) u(t) = .qt)x(t), 
for some matrix valued functions x(t), .%‘-, E C “‘xn. We will also discuss the 
stability of solutions, i.e. analyze under which conditions the optimal trajec- 
tory x(t) (xk) has lim,,, r(t) = 0 (lim,,, xk = 0 respectively). 
We begin with the continuous case and the well-known results in the case 
that E, R are nonsingular (e.g. Athans and Falb [l]). If (E, A, B) is c-stahiliz- 
able and (E, A, Q - SR-IS*) is c-detectable, then the optimal control for 
Problem 1.1 exists, is unique, and is given by the feedback law 
(5.3) u(t) = - R-‘(B*XE+ S*)x(t), 
where X is the unique positive definite solution of the algebraic Biccati 
equation 
(5.4) o=Q+E*xA+A*XE-(B*xE+s*)*R-‘(B*xE+~*). 
Furthermore the (closed loop) dynamics of the system obtained with this 
control, 
i(t)= [A-BR-‘(B*XE+S*)]r(t), 
is asymptotically stable, i.e. lim, _ m x(t) = 0. 
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Note that for E nonsingular the condition of c-stabilizability and cdetec- 
tability is the usual condition of stabilizability and detectability as in Casti 
[W 
Now in the case that E, R are singular the situation becomes more 
complicated. We have to impose further restrictions to obtain the unique, 
stabilizing feedback result. Major steps in this direction are papers by Cobb 
[12, 131, where the case R = I, Q = I, S = 0 is analyzed for E singular. Cobb 
proves (in our notation): 
THEOREM 5.5. Zf (E, A, B) is c-stabilizable, R = I, Q = I, S = 0, then 
Problem 1.1 has a unique solution. 
Note that here (E, A, Q) is c-detectable, since Q = I. In general one has 
to require (E, A, Q - SR- ‘S*) cdetectable to get uniqueness. We will see in 
the following how these results and others can be obtained by a reduction 
similar to that used in Bender and Laub [3] or in Section 3. 
We will begin with some obvious remarks on this point. We have seen in 
Section 4 that controls which satisfy 
(5.6) 
B [I s u(t)=0 for all t a to R 
or 
(5.7) forall k=k,,k,+l,... 
do not influence the dynamics and are cost free. So in order to have a unique 
solution we have necessarily 
(53) 
In the following we assume again that BE - aA is regular and 
ind ,( E, A) < 1, and we also assume that 
w= Q S 
[ 1 S* R 
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is positive semidefinite, i.e., the cost of applying controls is nonnegative. 
Then it is obvious that under these assumptions a solution, if it exists, is 
unique iff the corresponding solution of the boundary value problem (3.7), 
(3.8) is unique. To see when this is the case, we assume that the boundary 
conditions are consistent and we use the well-known results on the unique- 
ness of solutions to linear homogeneous boundary value problems. (See e.g. 
Campbell [8].) We may assume under the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 that 
the system (3.7), (3.8) is transformed so that /3E - aA is in Kronecker 
canonical form 
1 [ Jl 0 -0 I I. 
Then the system (3.7), (3.8) can be permuted as 
z 0 0 0 0 i, 
0 -z 0 0 0 j.il 
(5-g) 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 000 
I_ 
III /.i2 
i, 
ti 
0 
11 
0 
0 
B: 
(5.10) x,(t,) = r;, x2( t,) = x;> lim y.r( t) = 0. 
t-+m 
We first consider the partial system 
0 
0 
0 
I 
B,* 
0 
Ql2 
Z 
922 
v 
(5.11) 
[B;* $ ;I[;]= - [; k][::]’ 
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Performing a block elimination to block triangular form, we obtain 
where 
is positive semidefinite, since 
922 s, 
[ 1 S; R 
is a principle submatrix of a positive semidefinite matrix. 
The general solution of the last equation is 
(5.13) u,(t)= -Ei+[(S:-B,*Q,,)r,+B:p]+(Z-fi?“‘fi)z 
for arbitrary z E Cm, where fi(r) is any (l>inverse of 8, and Z? + is the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of fi (see Section 2). Clearly, if I? is invertible, then 
the second term vanishes and I? + = fi -r, and if fi is singular, then the 
solution is not unique. Thus we assume now that fi - ’ exists. 
We then obtain from (5.9) 
(5.14) f,= [Jr- B,&‘(S: - B2*Q&x1+ B,fi-‘B:pl, 
(5.15) il= [- Qu-(S,-Qddfi-'(V -B:Q&, 
+[ -J1*+(s,-Q12Bz)ii-‘B:]~11, 
or in matrix form 
(5.16) 
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where 
(5.17) 
E Q=2(npr).2(n-r) 
, 
where r is the number of infinite eigenvalues of BE - (YA. The general 
solution of (5.16) is 
(5.18) 
Xl 
[ 1 Pl = eH(t-t,) 9 
and has to satisfy the boundary conditions 
(5.19) Xi@,) = 0, lim pi(t) = 0. 
I+m 
If fi is invertible, then the boundary conditions (5.19) give the condition 
for uniqueness of solutions. In this case we can rewrite (5.13), (5.14), (5.15) as 
(5.20) 
with boundary conditions 
(5.21) x,(&J =& lim pi(t) = 0, - B,u(t,) = xi. 
2-w 
This system may be viewed as the linear boundary value problem stemming 
from the control problem 
(5.22) 
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subject to the constraints 
(5.23) ?I = J,x, + B,u, &J = x:> - B,u( to) = x!& 
where c1 = S, - Q,,B,. Since we have assumed fi nonsingular, it follows that 
fi is positive definite. Thus we can apply the standard theory for the case 
E = I, R positive definite with a further consistency condition. [Note that if 
(E, A, B) is c-stabilizable2 then also (I, J1, B,) is c-stabilizable, so if further- 
more (I, J1, Qll - glii’S;) is c-detectable, then we have the standard 
results, provided the control u satisfies the consistency condition - B,u( to) 
= $1 
We finish the discussion of the continuous time problem with the remark 
that under the assumptions of c-stabilizability and c-detectability the com- 
plete vector 
Xl 
X= 
[ 1 x2 
will be asymptotically stable, i.e. satisfy lim, _ M x(t) = 0, since x2 = - B,u( t ) 
is just a constant matrix multiplying r 1( t ). 
The results for the discrete case are analogous and will be given now. 
The well-known standard result is as follows (see e.g. Sage [46]): If E is 
nonsingular and R positive definite, 
Q s 
[ 1 S* R 
positive semidefinite, (E, A, B) d-stabilizable, and (E, A, Q - SR _ IS*) d- 
detectable, then the optimal control for Problem 1.2 is unique and given by 
the feedback law 
(5.24) Uk= -( R+B*XB)-'(A*xB+~)*~~, k,<k, 
where X is the unique positive semidefinite solution of 
(5.25) E*XE = Q - SR-'S* + A*XA 
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Furthermore the (closed loop) dynamics of the system obtained with this 
control, 
rk+l= [A-(R+R*XR)-‘(A*XB+S*)]Q, 
is asymptotically d-stable, i.e. lim, _ m xk = 0. 
In the case that E, R are singular, previous work is by Bender and Laub 
[2]. Again we assume that BE - aA is regular, ind,(E, A) < 1, and 
[ 1 Q S S* R 
is positive semidefinite. Under these assumptions the solution to (1.2) if it 
exists, is unique iff the boundary value problem (3.30) (3.31) has a unique 
solution. Again we may assume that 
is in Kronecker canonical form. Then the problem (3.30) (3.31) can be 
permuted as 
(5.26) 
= 
z 0 0 0 0 
0 -1; 0 00 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -z 00 
0 -Bf -B,* 0 0 
(5.27) lim r_lf’ = 0. 
t-co 
The element p@) does not occur in the system, so exchanging the third 
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column of both sides and defining nk := - pFl(k2; 1, we get the new system 
(5.28) 
-ll- 
where qk+ r occurs only formally. 
-I 
To discuss uniqueness, we perform 
obtain 
z 0 0 0 0 4’! I
0 - 11* 0 0 0 Pi-% 
0 0 0 0 0 ?k,l 
0 0 0 0 0 ! 4T21 1 0 - B; 0 o o _“k+l 
some manipulations with (5.28) and 
(5.29) xl? 1 = J,xp’ + B,u,, 
(5.30) J+lf! , = cl(kl’ - Q I,+) - (s, - Qdz)%t 
(5.31) _ B;*p(klil = (ST - B,“Q,,)x$) + fiu,, 
where fi = R - S,*B, - B,*S, + B,*Q,,B, is as in the continuous case [see 
(5.12)]. The general solution for uk in (5.31) is 
(5.32) uf= - fi’ [(S; - 
for arbitrary z E C “‘. Here 1?(l) is any (1)-inverse of fi, and fi + is the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of fi. Again, if fi is invertible, then fi + = fi - ‘, 
Z - fi(“Z? = 0, and in order to have a unique solution, we have to assume 
again that Z? -r exists. We then obtain from (5.26) 
(5.33) xiri!,= [Jr- B,k’(SF - B;Q,,)]c+ B,8-‘Bfp,cklil, 
(5.34) [.ZF -(S,-Q12B2)Ei-‘B:]~L(kl!l 
= &’ - [Qll + (S, - Q12B2)fi-‘(S: - BSQ,,)] xi”, 
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or in matrix form, 
(5.35) 
where 
G := B,k’Bf, H:= - (S,- Q12~2)~-‘(s: - %v,,)+ Qll, 
F := J1 - B,Z?‘(S: - B:Q,,). 
The general solution of (5.35) is given by the well-known results for homoge- 
neous difference equations. (See e.g. Campbell [8, p. 681.) 
Observe that 
(5.36) 
is a regular pencil. This is proved as follows: Assume that P(h) is singular; 
then for all X E C there exists 
Wl 
[ 1 *2 l czn \ (0) 
such that 
Let now X E C, 1 XI = 1, such that X is not an eigenvalue of F and 
is the corresponding eigenvector. Then we have 
(F-M)w,-XGw,=O, 
- Hw, + (I - AF*)w, = 0. 
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The same arguments as in Corollary 4.27 show that 
Now the left side is zero by assumption, and since we have G, H positive 
semidefinite, it follows that wi E N(H), w2 E h”(G). But this is a contra- 
diction, since it implies that (F - XZ)w, = 0 and (I- XF*)w2 = 0. 
Thus the solution of (5.35) is 
(5.37) [;:J=Zk[r$], k=k,,k,+l,..., 
where 
for some X such that P(h)-’ exists, with boundary conditions given by 
(5.27). A reduction as in (5.22), (5.23) can be obtained in the discrete case, 
too, leading to a system in standard form with again one further consistency 
condition. 
In this section we have shown that under the assumptions of Section 3 
and under the further assumption that the matrix fi is nonsingular, we have 
that solutions are unique iff the solution of the system given by the boundary 
conditions is uniquely solvable. Then with further consistency conditions the 
general problems can be reduced to the standard problems, so we get the 
usual results concerning feedback solutions. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have extended the well-known results on the existence and uniqueness 
of (feedback) solutions to the optimal linear quadratic control problems to the 
cases of descriptor systems and singular cost functionals. Under some further 
assumptions, the standard results essentially carry over to the general case 
and are similar in the discrete and continuous case. 
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